The template theory presented in Simon (1996a, 1998) is based on the EPAM theory (Feigenbaum & Simon, 1984; Richman et al., 1995) , including the numerical parameters that have been estimated in tests of the latter; and it therefore offers precise predictions for the timing of cognitive processes during the presentation and recall of chess positions. This paper describes the behavior of CHREST, a computer implementation of the template theory, in a task when the presentation time is systematically varied from one second to sixty seconds, on the recall of both game and random positions,
chunking theory, which derives from the EPAM theory of memory and perception (Feigenbaum & Simon, 1962; 1984) , were implemented in a computer program by Simon and Gilmartin (1973) .
Intensive research in skilled memory has shown that parts of the original chunking model were wrong. For example, in contrast to the usual assumptions about STM, chess masters are relatively insensitive to interference tasks (Charness, 1976; Frey & Adesman, 1976) and can recall several boards that have been presented successively (Cooke, Atlas, Lane & Berger, 1993; Gobet & Simon, 1996a) . In addition, Chase and Ericsson (1982) and Staszewski (1990) have shown that highly trained subjects can memorize up to 100 digits dictated at a brisk rate (1 second per digit). Because an explanation of this performance based on chunking requires learning far too many chunks, Chase, Ericsson and Staszewski proposed that these subjects have developed structures ("retrieval structures") that allow them to encode information rapidly into long-term memory (LTM). Such structures have been used at least since Roman antiquity, when orators used such mnemonics as the method of loci to memorize their speeches (Yates, 1966) , and there is direct evidence, both from historical materials and from Chase, Ericsson and Staszewski's experiments that retrieval structures are an essential aid to expert memory performance. Richman, Staszewski and Simon (1995) have proposed a detailed model of the way DD, one of the subjects studied by Chase, Ericsson and Staszewski, developed his digit-span skill. The model adds to the EPAM theory, which accounts for a wide range of data in memory and perception (Feigenbaum & Simon, 1984; Richman & Simon, 1989) , the idea of a retrieval structure. The augmented EPAM model was able to simulate in detail most aspects of DD's learning and performance.
Alternatives to the Chunking Theory
Several explanations have been proposed to account for the "anomalies" in chess recall-the lack of interference by interposed tasks and the simultaneous recall of several boards. Charness (1976) has proposed that Masters use more sophisticated codes to store positions; Lane and Robertson (1979) argue that Masters process positions more deeply, in the sense of Craik and Lockhart (1972) ; Cooke et al. (1993) propose that Masters encode positions using high-level descriptions, such as the type of opening the position is likely to stem from.
These explanations are of dubious explanatory or predictive value for two reasons. First, they are stated in very vague terms, and it is unclear how they relate to a general model of (chess) expertise. No detailed mechanisms are specified, nor time parameters for the processes, nor precise capacity parameters for the memories. Their ambiguity makes it easy to apply them, without awareness, in an inconsistent fashion to different situations. Hence, it is often quite unclear what behavior they predict in specific experimental paradigms.
Second, Gobet and Simon's review of the literature (1996c) shows that, contrary to a widely held belief, strong players outperform weaker players to some extent in the recall of random positions presented for a short time (10 seconds and less). It is unclear how the three explanations mentioned above could explain this superiority without postulating any ad hoc addendum. By contrast, Chase and Simon's (1973b) modified theory, as simulated by Gobet and Simon (1996b) , offers a ready explanation: the larger databases of chunks that strong players possess allow them to recognize more often the familiar chess patterns (typically of two or three pieces) that sometimes occur by chance in random chess positions.
Random positions are important because they offer a stronger test for theories of expert memory than game positions. It is relatively easy to propose explanations for experts' superiority with meaningful material, because this relates to what Newell (1990) calls the knowledge level. It is harder to come up with explanations about the weaker effects found with random positions, which tap both the knowledge level and the symbolic level, and their realization in an architecture. In particular, making predictions about the small effects found with random positions requires a theory able to make quantitative predictions.
As noted above, research on expert memory in recent years has revealed another mechanism besides Five Seconds or Sixty?
http://people.brunel.ac.uk/~hsstffg/papers/Role%20of%20Presntn%2... simple chunking that is available to experts. Experts can, by practice and training, acquire retrieval structures in LTM that contain not only the usual kinds of information found in chunks, but also contain, as components of their chunks, "slots" or variables with which new information can be associated at a rate of about one item per quarter second. Because of the speed with which slots can be filled, these retrieval structures, acquired through extensive experience in the task domain, provide what is essentially additional STM capacity for tasks in the domain of expertise. Two theories using such a mechanism have been proposed to account for the anomalies in chess recall. Ericsson and Kintsch (1995) , building on Chase and Ericsson's (1982) theory of skilled memory, have proposed a particular version of the notion of retrieval structures as applied to chess. They postulate specifically that experienced chess players acquire in LTM a hierarchical retrieval structure that is mapped onto the 64 squares of a chess board. Retrieval cues can be stored in the squares of the retrieval structure, or at higher levels of the hierarchical structure, allowing a rapid encoding into LTM. As argued in Gobet and Simon (1996a) , however, such a model predicts a much too high recall of random positions (as individual pieces could rapidly be associated with individual squares). In addition, the theory, not being incorporated in an operable simulation model, leaves unspecified many details of the mechanisms used to store and retrieve information and the times necessary to carry out their processes (Gobet, 1998a) , and therefore cannot make clear quantitative predictions or sometimes even qualitative ones.
The other approach involving retrieval structures, the template theory (Gobet & Simon, 1996a) , uses the same framework as the EPAM theory (Richman et al., 1995) , with which it is compatible. In its application to chess, it is implemented in the CHREST program, providing a means for testing it unequivocally and unambiguously against experimental data. As in the earlier chunking theory of Chase and Simon (1973b) , it assumes that chess experts develop a large EPAM-like net of chunks during their practice and study of the game. In addition, it assumes that some chunks, which recur often during learning, develop into more complex schematic retrieval structures (templates) having slots for variables that allow a rapid encoding of chunks or pieces.
Templates, which generally represent familiar opening positions after 10 or 15 moves, can store more pieces than the chunks hypothesized in Chase and Simon's model, which seldom exceeded about four or five pieces. When a game position is recognized (say, as a King's Indian defense), the corresponding stored representation of the chess board provides specific information about the location of a number of pieces (perhaps a dozen) together with slots which may possess default values ("usual" placements in that opening) that may be quickly revised (see Figure 1 for an example of the kind of templates created by CHREST). This access to more powerful retrieval structures explains the large initial chunks that are, in fact, recalled by Masters (and, to a lesser extent, Experts) in game positions (Gobet & Simon, 1998 The model accounts for the lack of interference from intervening tasks by assuming that subjects either keep a pointer to one template (or chunk) in STM during the completion of the interfering task or, given sufficient time (about 8 s), learn an additional retrieval path to this template in the EPAM net. It thereby accounts for the recall of multiple boards (and subjects' difficulties with more than four or five such boards) by the fact that new cues (new branches in the discrimination net) can be learned only slowly, and that pointers to templates have to be kept in STM, thereby interfering with the processing of new positions. Finally, the model does not predict the same over-performance in random positions as Ericsson and Kintsch's, because patterns of pieces complex enough to match templates are almost never present in random positions (see Gobet & Simon, 1996b, c) .
A note about terminology may be appropriate here. We use "schema," consistently with its use in cognitive psychology since Bartlett (1932) , as a general term for any LTM cognitive structure. Structures whose names can be stored in STM as units are called "chunks." Schemas include "retrieval structures," which are learned with the specific intention of providing sets of "slots" (variable places) in which specific chunks of information can be stored rapidly. "Templates" are schemas implicitly learned in the process of acquiring substantive knowledge, which also contain slots that can be used for rapid augmentation.
The use of a computational implementation offers three advantages with respect to the concept of schema and its specializations: (a) the concepts have precise definitions; (b) mechanisms are proposed to explain how schemata are created; and (c) mechanisms and time constraints are proposed to explain how schemata are used in memory tasks.
Role of Presentation Time in Chess Memory
Most research on chess memory has focused on the recall of positions presented for a short interval of time and relatively little is known about the effect of varying presentation time. With game positions Charness (1981) , Saariluoma (1984) and Lories (1987) show that an increase in presentation time facilitates recall, as was found with recall of other materials (Kintsch, 1970) . However, it has been difficult to fit mathematical functions to the relation between presentation time and recall percentage because these studies provided only a few data points (three in Charness, 1981 ; at most four in Saariluoma, 1984; two in Lories, 1987) . With random positions, Saariluoma (1989) , using auditory presentation at a rate of 2 seconds per piece (a total of about 50 seconds per position), found that stronger players achieve better recall than weaker players. Lories (1987) found the same effect of skill with semi-random positions and visual presentation for 1 minute.
The EPAM model, which is at the basis of the template theory, has been used extensively in simulations of data on verbal learning (Feigenbaum, 1963; Feigenbaum & Simon, 1962) . It is important to see whether EPAM's assumptions about learning-especially, that 8 seconds are needed to learn a new chunk-also lead to correct predictions about chess experts' memory. In addition, data on short-term learning in chess offer fine-grained observations that may tease apart the component mechanisms of the process. In particular, we are interested in the detailed predictions of the template theory. Roughly, this theory predicts that recognition of chunks in game positions should insure strong players' superiority even with short presentation times (say, one second), and that strong players should reach their maximal recall rapidly, owing to the possibility of filling slots in applicable templates. In addition, it predicts that, in random positions, strong players should recall more than weaker players, because they are more likely to recognize (small) chunks in such positions. This superiority should increase with presentation time, because longer times allow masters to combine chunks of pieces recursively, while weaker players have only the opportunity to chunk individual pieces. Finally, we are interested in the sizes of chunks produced by the model, in game as in random positions, as compared with human players.
In the remainder of this paper, we compare the human data on the recall of game and random positions presented for 1 to 60 seconds with the predictions of the template theory. We first present the results of human subjects, ranging from Class A players to Masters. Then, after describing CHREST, the implementation of the template theory, in some detail, we report how the simulations were run and the results obtained. To anticipate the conclusion of the paper, the human data match the predictions of the CHREST model very well.
Human Experiment

Methods
Subjects
21 subjects participated in this experiment, with chess ratings ranging from 1770 to 2595. One subject, rated at 2345, quit the experiment after about 15 minutes, complaining of inability to concentrate. The 20 remaining subjects were assigned to three standard skill levels: Masters (n = 5, mean = 2498, sd = 86.6), Experts (n = 8, mean = 2121, sd = 100.8) and Class A players (n = 7, mean = 1879, sd = 69.8). The mean age was 32.9 years (sd = 11.6), the range from 20 years to 70 years.
Subjects were recruited at the Fribourg (Switzerland) chess club, during the Biel Festival and in the Carnegie Mellon University community. The subjects were paid the equivalent of $10 ($20 for players having an official title) for their participation.
Materials
Nineteen game positions were selected from various chess books with the following criteria: (a) the position was reached after about 20 moves; (b) White is to move; (c) the position is "quiet" (i. e., is not in the middle of a sequence of exchanges); (d) the game was played by (Grand)masters, but is obscure. The mean number of pieces was 25. Ten random positions were created by assigning the pieces from a game position to random squares on the chessboard.
Positions were presented on the screen of a Macintosh SE/30, and subjects had to reconstruct them using the mouse. (For a detailed description of the experimental software, see Gobet & Simon, 1998) . The screen was black during 2 seconds preceding display of the blank chessboard on which the subject was to reconstruct the position. No indication was given of whether White or Black was playing the next move, and no feedback was given on the correctness of placements.
Design and Procedure
Subjects were first familiarized with the computer display and shown how to select and place pieces on the board. They then received 2 warm-up positions (1 game and 1 random position) presented for 5 s each.
For each duration (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 30, 60 s) , two game positions and one random position were presented, except that Masters did not receive game positions with presentation times over 10 seconds, for they were expected to (and did) reach nearly perfect performance by that time. The presentation times were incremented from 1 second to 60 seconds for about half of the subjects in each group, and decreased from 60 seconds to 1 second for the others.
Results
Percentage of Correct Pieces
1) Game positions. The upper panel of Figure 2 shows the performance expressed as percentage of pieces replaced correctly. The Masters' superiority is obvious. In 1 s, they are at about the same level of performance as Experts are after 10 s, and they perform only slightly worse than Class A players after 30 s. Note also that, while Class A players and Experts continue to improve their scores, Masters approach a ceiling rapidly, after about 3 s. The three skill levels differ statistically significantly at presentation times of 10 s or less: F(2,16) = 27.63, p < .001; so do Experts and Class A players with presentation times above 10 s: F(1,13) = 10.92, p < .01. How do Masters achieve their superiority? Do they have only a perceptual advantage, already evidenced at short presentation times and produced by the availability of more and bigger chunks in LTM for recognition, or are they also able to profit from the supplementary presentation time to learn new chunks and to encode new information into the variable slots in LTM (a learning advantage)? We have fitted some simple functions to the data whose parameters can shed light on these questions. A power law (average r2 for Experts and Class A players = .67) and a logarithmic function (average r2 = .65) fit the data reasonably well, better than a simple linear regression line (average r2 = .58). However, the best fit was provided by the logistic growth function, P = 100 -Be-c(t-1) (1) where P is the percentage of correct answers, (100-B) is the percentage memorized in 1 second, c a constant, and t the presentation time, in seconds. The average r2 for Experts and Class A players is .69. The r2 for Masters is .35.
With this function, the rate at which additional pieces are stored after one second is proportional to the number of pieces not already stored. Table 1 gives the parameters fitting the data best, for the three skill levels, and Table 2 indicates the goodness of fit. One sees that both (100-B), the percentage learned in 1 s, and the subsequent learning rate, c, increase with skill. The parameter c increases by a factor of 2 from class A to Experts, and by a factor of 15 from class A to Masters. The parameter (100-B) increases by a factor of 1.3 from class A to Experts, and a factor of nearly 3 from class A to Masters.
The function does not account as well for the Masters' results as for the others', for the Masters have a relatively wide spread of scores at 10 s, with an average of 92.4%. At 10 s, two Masters performed at about 85%, while the three others were above 96%. Using only the data for the latter three players, we get a better fit (r2 = .54), with B = 24.56 and c = 0.72 (the latter, more than 20 times the rate achieved by Class A players). Table 1 . Table 2 . Table 2 .
Recall percentage as a function of time presentation (human data). Parameter estimation of the function P = 100 -Be-c(t-1).
Recall percentage as a function of time presentation (human data). Goodness of fit obtained with the function P = 100 -Be-c(t-1) and the parameters estimated in
Goodness of fit r2 using all data points r2 using group means 2) Random positions. The three skill levels differ significantly for short presentation times of random positions (ten seconds or less): F(2,15) = 7.74, p < .005, as well as for long presentation times (more than ten seconds): F(2,16) = 14.36, p<.001. We have fitted the data from the random positions with the same logistic growth function ( Figure 2 , lower panel). The parameters for best fit are shown in Table 1 , lower panel, and the goodness of fit in Table 2 . Again, skill levels differ both in the amount of information acquired quickly (100-B) and in the continuing rate of acquisition (c). The parameter c doubles from class A to Experts, and triples from class A to Masters. The parameter (100-B) increases by a factor of 1.5 from class A to Experts, and doubles from class A to Masters. Notice that the relative superiority after 1 second of Masters over Experts and especially Class A players is slightly greater for game positions than for random positions; and the superiority of Masters in learning rate (percentage of remaining pieces learned per second) for longer intervals is much larger for game positions than for random positions.
These results indicate that strong players achieve higher percentages of recall both because (a) they perceive and encode more information in the first 1 second of exposure and (b) they improve thereafter at a faster rate, recognizing more and bigger chunks. Both (100-B) and c are much larger for game than for random positions. For Experts and Class A players, c is about six times as large for game as for random positions, while (100-B) is a little more than 2 times as large. For Masters the ratio for c is nearly 25, and for (100-B) about 3.5, confirming the view that chess Masters use their experience of the domain for recalling meaningful board positions.
Chunks
We have also analyzed the distributions of chunk sizes. As in Chase and Simon (1973a) , chunks are defined as sequences of pieces having corrected latencies of less than 2 seconds between successive pieces (see Gobet & Simon, 1998 , for an in-depth discussion of the operational definition of chunk and the method for correcting latencies). Pieces placed individually are not classified as chunks, as they often are the product of guessing. Chase and Simon (1973a) , as well as Gobet and Simon (1998) , have shown that the 2-second boundary is strongly supported by converging evidence both from the distribution of latency times in a copy task and from the contrast of the many within-chunk chess relations with the relatively few between-chunk chess relations. We use two variables describing chunks, which are both theoretically important: (a) size of the largest chunk, which has direct implication for evaluating the template theory, and (b) number of chunks, which allows us to estimate the size of visual STM.
1) Game positions. Our first variable is the size of the largest chunk per position. Figure 3a shows that Masters reconstruct large chunks, even after a one-second view of the board, and that the size of the largest chunk does not increase much with additional presentation time (the model's data, plotted for comparison, will be explained below). Experts' largest chunks start with about 9-10 pieces, and increase almost linearly up to about 17 pieces at 60 seconds. A comparable increase may also be seen with class A players, who start, however, with smaller maximal chunks (about 4-5 pieces). Statistical tests indicate that the three groups differ with each other for the presentation times of 10 seconds or less: F(2,16) = 6.30, p = .01. Experts still differ from Class A players at longer presentation times: F(1,13) = 6.11, p < .05. The second variable, the number of chunks, shows two different patterns, the first displayed by Masters and Experts, the second, by Class A players (see Figure 4a ). Masters' numbers of chunks increase from 2.9, at one second to 4.2 at four seconds, and then decrease to 3.3 at 10 seconds. Experts start with 2.2 chunks at a presentation time of 1 second, show a maximum with 4.5 chunks at 10 seconds, and then decrease to 2.9 at 60 seconds. Class A players increase the number of chunks from 2.2 at 1 s to 5.4 at 60 seconds. Numbers of chunks for the three skill levels do not differ reliably at presentation times of 10 seconds or less [F(2,16) = 0.40, ns.]. By contrast, Experts differ from Class A players at presentation times longer than 10 seconds [F(1,13) = 8.34, p < .05]. 2) Random positions. For the largest chunks, we see (a) that maximum size increases with additional time nearly linearly for all groups and (b) that the stronger players have larger maximal chunks than weaker players (see Figure 3b) . The difference between the three skill levels is not statistically significant with presentation times equal to or below 10 s [F(2,15) = 2.05, ns], and is marginally significant with presentation times longer than 10 s [F(2,16) = 3.41, p = .058]. The standard deviation is high within each skill level (average sd = 2.0, 2.3 and 2.9 pieces for Masters, Experts and class A players, respectively). For all skill groups, the number of chunks increases as a function of presentation time. The number of chunks with a presentation time of 1 s and 60 s is 1.7 and 3.3, respectively, for Masters, 1.4 and 4.5 for Experts, and 1.2 and 4.3 for Class A players (see Figure 4b ). The skill levels do not differ significantly over the 9 presentation times [F(2,15) = 0.32, ns].
In summary, data on chunks in random positions show that stronger players tend to place larger chunks and that the size of the largest chunk tends to increase with additional time. The number of chunks increases also with additional time, but there is no relation between number and chess skill.
Errors
We are interested in two types of errors, errors of omission and errors of commission. The number of errors of omission is the number of pieces in the stimulus position minus the number of pieces placed by the subject. The errors of commission are the pieces placed incorrectly by the subject. 2) Random positions. For all skill levels, in random positions the number of errors of omission is high with short presentation times (21.4 pieces, on average, with 1 s), and decreases logarithmically with longer presentation time. Masters tend to produce fewer errors of omission than Experts, and Experts fewer than Class A players. These differences are larger with longer presentation times. For example, the numbers of errors of omission at 10 s are 14.7, 15.1 and 16.5 for Masters, Experts and Class A players, respectively, while the corresponding numbers at 60 s are 4.5, 6.6 and 9.0. The three groups do not differ at presentation times equal to or less than 10 s [F(2,15) = 1.12, ns], they differ with presentation times longer than 10 s [F(2,16) = 4.17, p < .05]. Finally, the negative correlation of errors of omission with percent correct is strong (r = -0.74, p < .001).
All skill levels make more errors of commission with longer presentation times. With 1 s, the average number of errors of commission is 2 pieces; with 60 s, it is 5.5 pieces. In general, Masters tend to make fewer errors of commission than Experts and Class A players, though the difference is not statistically significant [F(2,16 = 1.14, ns]. As a percentage of pieces placed on the board, there is again a strong negative correlation between errors of commission and the players' strength.
Discussion
Saariluoma's (1989) and Lories's (1987) results indicate that skilled players have better memory for random positions than weaker players when presentation time is sufficiently long. Our results confirm these findings and show also that, surprisingly, there is a difference in recall for random positions with rapid presentation. This difference is small (about 20% between Masters and Class A players at a presentation time of five seconds) in comparison with the difference for game positions (60% percent in the data of this experiment). But still, there is a difference.
The logistic growth curve, which has been shown to fit a wide variety of learning and memory data (Lewis, 1960) , fits our data quite well. The difference of intercept between players at different skill levels (the 100 -B parameter) is predicted by the Chase-Simon theory: strong players recognize larger chunks more rapidly, and is confirmed by our data on the size of the largest chunk. Chase and Simon (1973a) found that, for game positions, stronger players place both larger chunks and more chunks, sometimes as many as 7 or more chunks. Our data replicate this finding, with the qualifications that the difference in number of chunks tends to disappear with longer presentation times; and that the chunk size of our subjects was larger than theirs but the number of chunks correspondingly smaller.
Evidence available today places the STM visual memory capacity in the range of 3-4 chunks (Zhang & Simon, 1985) , and we know now (Gobet & Simon, 1996b , 1998 ) that the apparent number of chunks in experiments using physical chess boards instead of computer displays was inflated and their average size reduced by physical limits (subjects' inability to grasp more than about a half dozen pieces in the hand at once). In replacing large chunks, subjects had to pause within the chunk for more than two seconds to pick up additional pieces, and single chunks were thus counted as two or more. Chase and Simon's players sometimes placed as many as 7 or more chunks, while in our current experiment we have seen that the usual limit was 3 or 4, consistent with other evidence on limits of STM visual memory. With random positions, we found that strong players placed both larger chunks and more chunks than did weaker players.
The difference in the c parameter in the game positions means that strong players not only perceive (and retain) more information during the first seconds of exposure, but that they also recognize and/or learn more or larger patterns afterwards. As the total numbers of chunks held and recalled, at all skill levels and for all presentation times, appear to be generally within the short-term memory limit of 3-4, it does not appear that many new chunks are acquired in LTM during the experiment. (New chunks would increase the apparent STM capacity limit, for they could be held in LTM and indexed either by names held in auditory STM or by retrieval cues in the environment.)
The rapid increase in recall during the first seconds (perhaps 2 or 3 seconds for Masters and 5 or 10 for Experts) most likely reflects the time required to notice successive patterns on the board. As we know that a single act of recognition of a complex pattern requires 0.5 s or more (Woodworth & Schlossberg, 1961, p. 32 to 35) , it is likely that subjects, after the initial recognition of a pattern, spend some time scanning the board searching for additional familiar patterns that are present, the less practiced subjects taking longer to discern patterns than the more expert. The initial differences among the various skill levels, reflected in the values of (100 -B), would then largely reflect the sizes of their initial chunks, while the differences in c would largely reflect the rates at which new chunks were noticed, or additional pieces were added to chunks.
Beyond the first 5 or 10 s, there is enough time available to fixate some new chunks or to augment chunks that are already familiar. Estimates of fixation times in verbal learning experiments suggest that it may take about 8 s to add an element to an existing chunk or to form a new chunk (Simon, 1976) . However, to account for the differences in the magnitude of c at different skill levels, we have to assume that experts and Masters do not usually add single pieces to chunks, but combine smaller chunks into larger. This would account for the gradual decrease in the number of chunks recalled by Masters after 4 s and by Experts after 10 s, while the average chunk sizes continued to increase.
The template mechanism also explains why the advantage of Masters over weaker players is much more pronounced in game positions, which typically evoke large templates, than in random positions, which do not correspond to any familiar templates and contain only small chunks at best (see Gobet and Simon, 1996a , for a more detailed discussion of chess templates). Notice, in Table 1 , that the values of 100-B and c (and especially the latter) for Masters in random positions are substantially lower than the values for class A players in game positions.
We now turn to computer modeling to test whether the regularities formulated above can be captured by a coherent, process theory.
The Computer Simulations
In the simulations, we used CHREST, a computer program originally based on PERCEIVER (Simon & Barenfeld, 1969 ) and on MAPP (Simon & Gilmartin, 1973) , which was itself based on EPAM (Feigenbaum & Simon, 1962 , 1984 , and later expanded to include the idea of templates. Earlier accounts of CHREST, given in De Groot and Gobet (1996) and Gobet (1993a Gobet ( , 1993b , assumed a retrieval structure somewhat similar to the one proposed by Ericsson and Kintsch (1995) , with the qualification that only chunks fixated upon in the fovea could be encoded rapidly in the slots provided by the retrieval structure. This generic retrieval structure has now been replaced by multiple templates (see Gobet & Simon, 1996a , for a discussion of this change). Gobet, Richman, and Simon (in preparation) present a detailed description of the present version of CHREST and report simulations of eye movements, of the interference task, the recall of multiple boards, the recall of positions modified by mirror-image and by translation, and other phenomena.
Although employing the basic discrimination net and learning processes of EPAM, CHREST has a somewhat more veridical process to simulate eye movements on the chess board; somewhat simpler tests in the net, specialized for sorting patterns in terms of pieces and their locations; and uses schemas in the form of templates for chess patterns. It is an EPAM slightly specialized to the task of recall in chess, the changes representing domain-specific memory structures and processes and an elaboration of the perceptual system.
Overview of the Model
The model consists of four components: (a) an LTM, (b) an STM, with a capacity of three visual chunks (preliminary simulations, described in Gobet, 1998b , showed that this value derived from Zhang & Simon, 1985, and Richman et al., 1995 , gave a fit at least as good as larger values), (c) a discrimination net, which is an index to LTM, and (d) a "mind's eye", which stores visuo-spatial information for a short time. STM is a queue, with the exception of the largest chunk met at any point in time (henceforth named the hypothesis), which is kept in STM until a larger chunk is met. As noted above, templates, which include slots where variable information can be stored, are a special case of chunks.
The main processes are (a) eye movement mechanisms ; (b) mechanisms managing information encoding and storage in STM; (c) mechanisms allowing information to be learned in LTM; and (d) mechanisms updating information in the mind's eye.
During the presentation of a position to be recalled, the program fixates squares following the saccades specified by the eye movement module. Each fixation delineates a visual field (all squares within +/-two squares from the square fixated), and the pieces belonging to this visual field are sorted through the discrimination net. If a chunk (a pattern already familiar to the discrimination net) is found, a pointer to it is placed in STM, or, when possible, the chunk is used to fill one slot of a template. Given enough time, the program learns in three different ways. First, it can either add a new branch to access a node by a novel path or create a new node (and a branch leading to it) in the discrimination net; this discrimination process takes 8 s. Second, it can add information to an already existing chunk; this familiarization process takes 2 s. Third, it can fill in a template slot ; this process takes 250 msec.
Detailed Description of CHREST
Eye fixations
The program first attempts to use information provided by the hypothesis (the largest chunk met so far) to fixate a new square, by following a branch below the chunk and fixating the square associated with this branch. If this is not possible (for example, because there is no branch below the hypothesis or because this mechanism was already used for the previous fixation), the program uses several alternative mechanisms: fixation of perceptually salient pieces, fixation of a square following a relation of attack or defense, fixation of a region of the board that has not been visited yet, or, finally, a random fixation in the peripheral visual field. A full description of these mechanisms is given in De Groot and Gobet (1996) . The attention of the program is directed by eye movements. For each new fixation, the model sorts the pieces found in the visual field through the discrimination net. The visual field is defined as the squares located at most two squares away from the fixation point (see De Groot & Gobet, 1996 , for empirical data justifying this parameter). Learning of chunks is essentially the same as in the EPAM model, with the qualification that only one type of test is carried out in CHREST: "What is the next item in the visual space?", while EPAM allows for testing various features of objects.
Taking pieces and squares as the basic perceptual features, rather than more primitive components of these units, allows the system time and space to grow large nets. Presumably human players also carry out other tests besides tests of the location of chunks of pieces, such as tests dealing with threats, plans, and other concepts, but these are not performed by CHREST. A chunk is encoded as a list of the pieces on their squares (POS), sorted in an arbitrary order (see De Groot & Gobet, 1996) ; for example: (Kg2, Re1, Pf2, Pg3, Ph4). A chunk can consist of a single POS (for example, (Kg2)).
The net is grown by two learning mechanisms, familiarization and discrimination. When a new object is presented, it is sorted through the discrimination net. When a node is reached, the object is compared with the image of the node, which is the internal representation of the object. If the image underrepresents the object, new features are added to the image (familiarization). If the information in the image and the object differ on some feature or some sub-element, a new node is created (discrimination).
In addition to these two learning mechanisms, CHREST also creates "similarity links" between nodes and templates. When learning, the model compares each chunk coming into STM with the largest chunk already residing there. If the two chunks are sufficiently similar, so that more than k POS's are present in both (in the simulation, k was fixed at 1), a similarity link is created between the chunks. During the recognition phase, the model can move via a similarity link from the node reached by sorting to the similar chunk (see below). This mechanism facilitates the recognition of templates.
Templates are chunks that possess at least one slot where variable information can be stored. In the domain of chess, template slots are created when the number of nodes below a given node that share identical information (either a square, a type of piece, or a chunk) is greater than a parameter, arbitrarily set to 3 in the simulations. Another constraint in the creation of a template is that a chunk should contain at least 5 elements. Slots can encode information only referring to their type: that is, either to kind of piece, location, or chunks having a common sub-chunk.
Access of Chunks during Recognition
The object (group of POS's) is sorted through the discrimination net. When a node is reached, the program checks whether the node has similarity links. If it does, the program chooses the link leading to the node having the most "information value," where information value is defined as:
number of POS's in chunk image + number of slots (if the chunk is a template). The chunk accessed is then placed in STM or, if templates have already been recognized, in a slot. It takes 50 ms to encode a chunk into STM and 250 ms to encode a chunk into a template slot.
On-line Learning in LTM
During the simulation of the presentation of a position, learning can occur in three ways: (a) by adding a new branch to access an existing chunk (which means that episodic cues allow this node to be accessed in the future, even if it is not in STM), (b) by combining two chunks (which is adding a chunk as a component of another chunk), and (c) by familiarization. The first two learning mechanisms each require 8 s (see Simon, 1976 , for a discussion of this parameter), and the third 2 s. With long presentation times, it is assumed that players use the strategy of attending to a region of the board from which more information can be obtained, and then applying one of the learning mechanisms.
Simulations: Learning Phase
During the learning phase, the program scans a database of several thousands of chess positions taken from masters' games. It fixates squares with simulated eye movements, and learns chunks using the discrimination and familiarization processes. Templates and similarity links are also created at this time.
Three nets were created, estimated to correspond roughly to the recall percentages of Class A players, experts, and masters in experiment 1 with the five-second presentation of a game and a random position (two degrees of freedom were therefore lost here for each net). These nets had respectively 500 nodes, 10,000 nodes, and 300,000 nodes, and will be referred to as 1/2k, 10k, and 300k nets. Slightly better matches of human to simulation data could likely be obtained by fitting data from nets of different sizes directly to the human data, but of course with a loss of degrees of freedom.
Simulations: Performance Phase
For each presentation time, the program was tested with 50 game positions, randomly selected from a database of positions not used during the learning phase, and 50 random positions, created by the same procedure as in experiment 1.
During the reconstruction of a position, the program first uses the information stored in STM, and then information stored in LTM to place pieces sequentially. It is assumed that POS's stored in a template are replaced on the board as a single chunk. A piece already replaced from a previous chunk is ignored. Possible conflicts (e.g., a square containing several pieces) are resolved sequentially, based on the frequency with which each placement is proposed. The program may thereby change its mind about the location of a given piece or about the contents of a square, as human players do. Finally, the program uses some weak heuristics to limit placements, such as the fact that only one white king can be replaced in a given position.
As with human data, we will discuss the effect of presentation time on the percentage of pieces recalled correctly, the sizes and number of chunks, and the numbers and type of errors. Figure 5 shows the results of the simulations for game positions (upper panel) and random positions (lower panel). Table 3 gives the B and c parameters of the logistic function in the six conditions, as estimated for the computer simulations. The logistic functions extract most of the information about percentage correct, showing an excellent goodness of fit (all r2 are larger than .95). Comparison with Table 1 again shows high agreement of simulations with subjects: both for game and random positions, the (100-B) and c parameters increase with skill, in good quantitative agreement with the human data. An exception is the group of human masters in the game positions, where the program underestimates performance somewhat, and where the simulations yield smaller estimates of B and c than do the human data. Table 3 . 
Percentage of Pieces Correctly Replaced
Recall percentage as a function of time presentation (simulations). Parameter estimation of the function P = 100 -Be-c(t-1).
Chunks
We will not report the r2 between simulations and data for chunks and errors, because in these cases, where some variables do not change much from one presentation time to another (e.g., number of chunks, or errors of commission), r2 is almost bound to be small even if the fit of the linear parameters is good. Instead, we will compare the intercept and slopes of the variables with those estimated from human data. In most cases, these variables change linearly, or nearly so, with presentation time.
The program captures the two main characteristics of the number of chunks: the number is less than 3 with short presentation times, and increases with additional time (see Table 4 and Figure 4 ). However the slight "bulge" (increase followed by decrease) in number of chunks for human subjects in the Master-game and Expert-game conditions is not captured by the simulations.
As the Table 4 and Figure 3 show, the sizes of the largest chunks and the increases in size with presentation time observed with human subjects are also observed in the simulations, and the predicted increases are in the right range. (The largest chunk of the Masters studied in Gobet & Simon, 1998 , was 17 pieces in the game condition, which matches the model's prediction better than the Masters described here). Note: A = Class A players (or, for the simulations, net with 500 nodes); E = Experts (or net with 10,000 nodes); M = Masters (or net with 300,000 nodes).
* The master game condition has only 6 data points
Errors
The program captures the numbers of omissions well (see Table 5 ), except perhaps in the Master-Game condition where, because of the generally stronger performance of the human Masters than of the simulation in replacing pieces, the simulation slightly overestimates omissions until about 10 s have elapsed. As might be expected from the differences in correct replacements, the number of errors of omission (both for human players and simulations) declines strongly from Class A players to Masters in game positions, but declines more moderately in random positions. Note: A = Class A players (or, for the simulations, net with 500 nodes); E = Experts (or net with 10,000 nodes); M = Masters (or net with 300,000 nodes).
*The master game condition has only 6 data points
The program does not predict as well the numbers of errors of commission, which are highly variable among the human subjects (Table 5 , lower half). It underestimates errors of commission by the Class A players, most severely in the random condition, but generally overestimates such errors by the Experts and Masters. The main reason for the program committing errors of commission is that the image of a chunk may contain information about the locations of more pieces than just those used to recognize the pattern.
If one or more of the pieces not tested is shown in the wrong location, it will be replaced there. We would expect the simulation to make more such errors in the Master and Expert conditions than in the Class A conditions, as it does.
What the simulation does not include is motivation to find locations on the board for the pieces that remain unplaced, even when the player has not stored reliable information to guide the placement. As Class A players have many more "uncertain" or "unknown" pieces than Experts, and Experts than Masters, such motivation would cause the number of the human players' errors of commission to vary in the same fashion, as in fact they do. From the trend in errors of commission with presentation time (not shown here), we find that Masters and Experts tend to correct their errors over time in game conditions, but the number of errors of commission grows in random conditions. Among the Class A players, there is no strong trend in numbers of errors of commission with game positions as presentation time increases.
We believe that, to capture these phenomena, the simulations would require an additional mechanism to balance the risks of errors of commission and omission when a choice is made under high uncertainty. From the data it appears that the balance of choices, on a percentage basis, is not strongly influenced by level of chess skill. The design of such a mechanism might be approached from the viewpoint of signal detection theory. There is a large body of psychological evidence, deriving from the original proposal of Tanner and Swets (1954) , showing that substantial strategy differences among subjects can be expected in the trade-off between errors of omission and commission.
Role of Templates
Templates play a key role in explaining the high recall of human Masters with short presentation times, and also the large chunk size shown by Masters and Experts with short presentation times (with long presentation times, chunk size may also be increased by learning by familiarization). For example, the net with 300,000 nodes yields the following percentages correct when access to template slots is turned off (based on 50 game positions): 58.4, 64.9, 64.1, 64.3, 63.5, 64.5, 80.7, 88.9, 99.1, for 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 20, 30 , and 60 s, respectively. The plateau from 2 s to 10 s probably reflects the STM limit of chunks, with perhaps recognition of a single large template (without filled slots), then having to await noticing one or more other fairly large chunks. The level after 10 s, 64.5% of pieces replaced, is about one-quarter less than the value of 84%, in Figure 5 , where the simulation had access to the template slots, and compares even less favorably with the performance of the human Masters, which, at 10 s, ranged from about 85% to above 96%. Overall CHREST captures the human data well, taking into account that the model predicts behavior for three specific levels of memory size and particular sets of templates stored at each of these levels. There is no reason to suppose that all the subjects in each group had exactly the same numbers of templates, much less identical template repertories. Moreover, small variations in focus of attention during eye movements could produce individual differences in recall.
Discussion of the Simulations
The main problem is with the simulation of the Masters' performance, where the program performs slightly less well than humans. Several kinds of changes would improve the program's fit to the data. One possible change is to increase the number of nodes in the net. The program underestimates human performance with the 5 s presentation (by 8%), which may simply signal bad calibration, for we have no independent strong evidence of the actual sizes of the discrimination nets of human Masters: they could be larger than the estimate of 300K nodes that we used. Even a modestly increased number of templates, acquired through study of opening variations, could make an important difference.
Alternatively, we could assume that nodes that have been held long enough in STM are sufficiently activated to be reached subsequently by search in LTM, a mechanism that has been explored in EPAM's simulation of DD's memory performance, and gains some credibility from the successful experience with it in that context. At the moment, we prefer to postpone further speculation until we can devise additional independent measures for estimating the key parameters.
The second most serious problem, the differences between human and simulated errors of commission, is harder to assess, due to the high variability of human data on these errors. The variability can very well derive from differences in strategy-in the relative weights that subjects attach to making errors of commission and omission respectively.
Discussion and Summary
In our experiment with chess players at three levels of skill, where the presentation time was systematically varied from one second to 60 seconds, we found a skill difference in recall performance both for game and random positions. The absolute differences in percentage correct between skill levels are smaller for random than for game positions, but still statistically significant. Although the difference for random positions was larger with long presentation times, it was also present with short presentation times.
We have been able to explain these and the other experimental findings in terms of the mechanisms postulated by the CHREST model, using discrimination nets of 1/2K, 10K, and 300K chunks for the three skill classes, Class A player, Expert and Master, respectively. The simulation accounts for the effects of the skill previously acquired and incorporated in LTM by the discrimination and familiarization processes that lie at the heart of EPAM and CHREST. It also accounts for additional learning during the presentation of the positions; for the duration of the presentation will determine: (a) access to the templates (cores + uncorrected default values), which occurs in the same latency range as the process of recognition (hundreds of msec); (b) ability to correct default values and instantiate other slots (requiring a fraction of a second each); (c) ability to create a new node by discrimination (requiring about 8 s) and to familiarize the image of a node (requiring about 2 s); (d) and ability to elaborate the template itself in LTM (requiring at least several minutes, possibly much more) -again by the processes of discrimination and familiarization.
We showed that logistic growth with duration of presentation fits the recall performance of all three classes of players (and of the simulations), both for game and random positions, with different parameters for each class of player. Strong players differ from weaker players both in the percentage of correct pieces they recall in one second and the rate at which asymptote is approached over longer time intervals.
The simulation model employs a special kind of domain-specialized chunk, the template, which is a LTM retrieval structure with slots (variables) that can be filled rapidly in each application (thus resembling STM elements). Chunks, including templates, are accessed in LTM through a discrimination net. Thus, the templates are simply large chunks describing patterns that are met frequently in Masters' practice, especially common opening variations, which evolve into these more complex structures. The template theory embedded in CHREST is a modification and important extension of the chunking theory (Chase and Simon, 1973b ).
The theory gives templates an important role in Masters' recall of chess positions taken from games. On the other hand, the superiority of strong players in recall of random positions is very largely explained by their larger repertoire of small chunks, some of which will match the adventitious patterns that appear on the random boards.
An alternative proposal (Ericsson & Kintsch, 1995) to account for the unusual memory capabilities of Masters employs a retrieval structure that is quite different from the templates of CHREST. We have shown that this alternative structure makes several predictions of performance that are contradicted by the empirical data. None of the other mechanisms (especially notions of "depth of processing") that have been proposed to account for these phenomena make predictions that are quantitatively, or even qualitatively, compatible with the chess data or with the performance, in other experiments, of memory experts who consciously build retrieval schemes in LTM.
The template theory gives a generally good account of the effect of presentation time upon the recall of game and random chess positions, explaining, in particular, the small advantage of experts even in recall of random boards. This, together with CHREST's ability to predict correctly a wide range of other quantitative and qualitative phenomena of chess perception and memory, shows it to be an accurate process theory for explaining these phenomena. Moreover, its generality is seen through its close kinship with the EPAM model, which has been tested successfully in a wide array of other task domains, using the same values of basic parameters that have been used with CHREST.
Theories, however, are more than just devices for prediction and explanation. Often, their most valuable contribution is to throw new light on unexplained conundrums and paradoxes in the observed phenomena.
In the present case, we see this especially in the puzzles posed by the Chase-Simon experiments (the non-constancy in the number of chunks, the apparent violation of the three-chunk limit of visual STM capacity) and by Charness's discovery of experts' remarkable abilities to retain information about briefly viewed positions after performing intervening tasks. These puzzles motivated Chase, Ericsson and Staszewski's experiments in mnemonics, and the idea of retrieval structures; and retrieval structures suggested, in turn, the "slotted" templates and the CHREST model that account for these anomalies.
Of course the process is not at an end. In complex task environments like chess, settling one set of issues almost always discloses new questions and renews the process of modifying and extending theory to answer them. This is the kind of cumulative process for growing science that Allen Newell (1973) called for in his famous "Twenty Questions" paper: a process that leads us gradually toward a broad and deep theory of the information processing mechanisms that underlie perception, discrimination, and learning and that enable expert performance. There will undoubtedly be many more experiments, and many modifications and enhancements of theory along that path.
Finally, we should like to remark again that the characterization of chess memory represented by CHREST is not special to expertise in chess, but, as the more general EPAM architecture demonstrates, is generalizable to other domains of expert performance, where templates and/or retrieval structures appropriate to a domain can account for the abilities of experts to acquire information with great rapidity about the special kinds of situations they encounter in their professional activity.
